Brain atlases have a wide range of use from education to research to clinical applications. Mathematical methods as well as computational methods and tools play a major role in the process of brain atlas building and developing atlas-based applications.
Introduction
Behind any image, there are mathematical and computational methods for its generation, display and manipulation. These methods are typically hidden to the radiologist. Here we consider images created with the involvement of brain atlases, meaning, atlas-derived images and atlas-enhanced scans. These images may be part of a brain atlas, generated from a three-dimensional (3D) brain atlas, patients' scans with a superimposed atlas, or scans interpreted and annotated by means of a brain atlas. Numerous brain atlases have been created and they are overviewed in an accompanying paper in this issue. 1 My contribution to this field has been in creating adult human brain atlases in health and disease, and developing atlasbased applications in education, research and clinics. 1, 2 Mathematical methods as well as computational methods and tools constitute a major component in the process of brain atlas building and developing atlas-assisted applications. The mathematical methods deal with problems in image segmentation, geometric modelling of the human body, physical modelling, atlas-to-scan registration, realistic visualisation, realtime interaction and dexterous and immersive virtual reality (VR). The computational methods and tools cover three areas: dedicated editors for brain model creation, brain navigators supporting multiple (including mobile) platforms, and atlas-aided specific applications, mainly clinical. This paper overviews mathematical methods as well as computational methods and tools in brain atlasing, sharing my contribution and experience about the methods devised and tools developed in order to create brain atlases and develop atlas-based applications.
Materials, methods and tools
Numerous large-scale, mid-size and small brain atlas projects have been carried out worldwide as overviewed in Nowinski. 1 My small-scale efforts from an R&D lab have resulted in the creation of brain atlases that are grouped in three families: namely, derived from print materials, created from multi-modal in-vivo imaging and population-based including patients' data. 2 Consequently, a variety of material sources has been employed for atlas construction.
The creation of the atlases derived from print materials has required the design and development of dedicated software tools to convert the original print materials with complementary contents (namely, gross anatomy, 3 deep structures, 4 brain connections 5 and sulcal patterns) 6 into an electronic, enhanced and extended content forming an electronic multiple brain atlas database. 7 In order to construct a family of brain atlases from in-vivo imaging, multispectral magnetic resonance (MR) scans were acquired on 1.5 Tesla (T), 3 T/8 channels, 3 T/32 channels and 7 T instruments by employing multiple pulse sequences T1-weighted, T2-weighted, magnetisation prepared rapid gradient echo (MP-RAGE), two-dimensional (2D) time-of-flight, 3D time-of-flight, susceptibility-weighted imaging, spoiled gradient recalled and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). The skull model was created from a high resolution computed tomography (CT) scan. To create the neck vessels, MR scans were acquired on a 3T scanner with phase contrast angiography and M2D (Philips term) inflow pulse sequences. All these scans were acquired over several years on the same, male, healthy specimen.
The atlases created from imaging required dedicated tools to delineate structures 8 and extract vasculature. 9, 10 Special methods have been devised for geometric modelling of both free shape structures 11 and tubular objects, 12, 13 such as arteries, veins and cranial nerves, keeping in mind that their complexity will be reduced to ensure interactivity while preserving their realism, as addressed below.
The construction of the population-based atlases has required dedicated solutions as per specific problems in each atlas; for instance, to convert neuroelectrophysiology, neuroimaging and neurology data of Parkinson's disease patients into 3D probabilistic functional maps; [14] [15] [16] to convert stroke data (CT scans, stroke scales and other textual data) into 3D probabilistic stroke prediction maps; 17 or to synthesise the vascular variants based on the literature. 18 
Computational methods
Computational methods cover three areas: editors for brain model or database creation, brain navigators employed in the atlases and atlas-assisted applications.
Editors enable creating a cerebral virtual model or a content for a brain atlas database. We have designed and developed three editors: stand-alone contour editor, 8 stand-alone vascular editor 10 (that has substantially improved and superseded the previous vascular editing tool), 9 and multi-editor integrated with the brain atlas. 8 The contour editor enables fast and efficient contour editing, and synchronises the original 2D images with their orthogonal sections and 3D reconstructed models to increase anatomical realism. It allows editing of multiple objects while preserving the common borders between the neighbouring structures to ensure their accurate fit in 3D, and cuts the 3D models in orthogonal directions to open the structures to allow editing them by viewing from inside. 8 The vascular editor provides a suitable environment to create, edit, display and manipulate 3D vascular models correlated with surrounding anatomy. 10 It is equipped with numerous interactive tools for building a vascular model extracted from multimodal angiographic scans as well as editing, labelling, grouping and viewing it in 3D and on the scan triplanar with the axial, coronal and sagittal planes. The vascular model is editable in 3D, on the scan triplanar and on the plane orthogonal to the centreline of the edited vessel. This model is displayed as centrelines, crosssections, or tubular polygonal surfaces. The editor allows for importing non-tubular objects (such as a cortical surface constituting a reference object) facilitating vessel editing.
The extracted and edited objects from the stand-alone editors are imported into the multi-editor (integrated with the atlas), which comprises the surface editor (to fit various structures precisely), path editor to parcellate surfaces (e.g. the cortical surface has been parcellated into lobes, gyri and sulci, and labelled), tubular editor (e.g. to fit the vessels to within the sulci with a 2 micron step), and connection extractor/editor to extract and label 3D tracts from the DTI data. 19 Precise and interactive editing in the cerebral context is the key and most useful feature.
A brain atlas is composed of the brain atlas database or a virtual cerebral model created by means of the editors and a brain navigator. The brain navigator contains modules for system management, object management, object state management, interaction, user interfacing and rendering. 8 Navigation supports the atlas building 'pyramidal concept' with an interaction paradigm 'from blocks to brain'. The pyramidal concept refers to scalability and decomposition of the cerebral virtual model, which can be constructed from individual 3D blocks, such as nuclei, vessels or tracts, while preserving the design principles of this model (similarly as the shape of a pyramid is preserved irrespective of its size and the number of building blocks used for its construction).
Ideally the brain navigator will support multiple platforms. In our recent atlases, we have developed two versions of navigators with two different interfaces: desktop/notebook supporting Windows and MAC OS (with two screen resolutions, full and reduced), [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] and a mobile version for iOS and Android with a simplified cerebral model. [26] [27] [28] The navigators support the same principles and main functionality, i.e. 3D model display and real-time manipulation, two-way mapping between the 3D view and the anatomical index, 3D manipulable labelling, brain compositing and decompositing, and virtual dissections (not available in the mobile editions).
Atlas-based applications refer in this paper to research prototypes. They employ the brain atlas database and mathematical methods addressed in p. 2.2. The research prototypes are problem-specific, and the majority of them support stereotactic and functional neurosurgery, stroke and neuroradiology. In stereotactic and functional neurosurgery I initially developed a prototype of a planning system, 7,29-33 followed by another version with the structural, vascular and probabilistic functional atlases. 34 A futuristic solution (20 years ago) -a VRbased BrainBench 35 was also developed (discussed below). However, because of a direct interest of surgical companies in the brain atlases, I have focused our R&D on atlas creation and enhancement 36 rather than on the development of surgical applications.
A novel then (proposed over 15 years ago) solution was a community-centric Internet portal for stereotactic and functional neurosurgery with a probabilistic functional atlas. 37 This portal allows sharing the data among functional neurosurgeons, calculating the probabilistic functional maps [14] [15] [16] 38 from neurosurgeons' own data and combining them with the data from other neurosurgeons, comparing the data collected by various centres, and constructing a probabilistic functional atlas of the human brain over the Internet by the neurosurgical community.
I have designed several computer-aided detection/ diagnosis/decision (CAD) systems developed in our lab for stroke [39] [40] [41] shifting the current paradigm from a 2D visual inspection of individual scans and maps to an atlas-assisted quantification and simultaneous visualisation of multiple 2D and 3D images. In Nowinski et al. 39 a software system has been presented employing two atlases of anatomy and blood supply territories along with fast techniques of mapping them to patient-specific data to quantify MR stroke images. The system supports atlas-assisted analysis of the infarct (determined on the diffusion images) and the penumbra (determined on the perfusion maps). It provides a complete list of anatomical structures and blood supply territories along with their volume and percentage contributions to the infarct and penumbra (and generally any lesion). The analysis is fast and the calculations take less than 10 seconds. This approach facilitates and speeds up stroke data analysis, and supports decision making. The software architecture of multiple CAD systems for acute ischaemic stroke, haemorrhagic stroke and stroke in the emergency room is presented in Nowinski et al.; 40 it includes the brain atlas database, library with the implemented methods discussed below, common tools, application programming interface and specific CAD applications.
The neuroradiology-specific prototypes include a system for a rapid (in less than 5 seconds) and automatic interpretation (including localisation, segmentation and labelling) of normal MR brain scans 42 and another system for a fast interpretation of scans with brain tumours causing a mass effect. 43 
Mathematical methods
Mathematical methods in atlas building and developing atlas-assisted applications handle problems of image segmentation, geometric modelling of the human body, physical modelling, atlas-to-scan registration, visualisation, interaction and VR. Although the literature provides numerous general solutions to these problems, we had to devise new customised methods deeply rooted in neuroanatomy and diagnostic imaging. Automatic brain segmentation with the accuracy required here to build brain atlases is not yet feasible. On the other hand, atlas-based applications handling patient-specific scans that perform segmentation, localisation, identification and extraction will be automated, and we address this issue along with our original contributions below in the registration section. Therefore, I have segmented (contoured) the brain interactively by employing the above-mentioned dedicated editors. Typically, 3D polygonal iso-surfaces of structures are generated from the segmented scan by using the marching cubes (MC) algorithm, 44 and this algorithm has been incorporated in our contour editor. The MC algorithm is limited to cubes and generates a polygonal mesh, with a single polygon per cube. Therefore, we have proposed a new iso-surface generation method that generates triangle strips (that are more efficient in computer graphics) not only for cubes, but also for tetrahedra and hexahedra (that are employed in finite element meshes in physical modelling, see below). 45 The iso-surface generation results in a large number of polygons that must be decimated to facilitate real-time manipulation. To reduce polygonal surfaces, we have devised an adaptive meshing method, distributing the vertices and triangle shapes based on local curvature tensors. 11 For instance, the complete brain surface has above 3 million polygons and by applying decimation this number has been reduced over 20 times while preserving the brain's realism.
We have also attempted to devise a method for automatic extraction of the cerebral vasculature from angiographic scans based on the weighted sum of within-class variance and intensity contrast between the object and background. 46 Despite methodological novelty, the quality of the results limited to main, large vessels has not been sufficient. Therefore, only by the use of the vascular editor and after post-processing of the extracted vascular model by the integrated multieditor, has it been possible to create a cerebrovascular model with 1300 intracranial vessels, the smallest of 80 microns in diameter (meaning 1/10th of the pixel size of the main structural MP-RAGE scan). 47 The arteries have been modelled geometrically as centreline-based, tubular objects with circular intersections, and to obtain high quality and realistic models, the centreline and radii have been preprocessed. 12 The centreline has been smoothed by means of a sliding average filter. The vessel radii have been enhanced by radius outlier removal and smoothing by applying a histogram-based radius regression. The original polygonal vascular models are large, and they have been reduced over seven times by applying an adaptive simplification method with detailed modelling of vessels in regions of high curvature and less detail in low curvature areas. 8 The simplification process reduces both the number of cross-sections and the number of points in a cross-section. The same geometric modelling method has been applied to model the cranial nerves. 48 In order to model the venous system, we have proposed three geometric models: circular, elliptic and free-shape. 13 The rules for model selection have been formulated, a centreline adjustment using splines devised, and a smoothing spline applied to reduce the influence of outliers and noise to radii profile. Realistic modelling of pathology is complicated. In the 3D Atlas of Neurologic Disorders 25 I have employed simplified geometric modelling of lesions, aneurysms, stenosis and infarction. [49] [50] [51] A geometric model enables the brain to be viewed, while the physical model allows us to touch and feel it as well as to calculate brain deformations. In Miller et al., 52 a system computing brain deformations for diagnosis, prognosis and surgical simulation has been considered. The method employs a finite element mesh of the brain atlas with two tissue models: a single-phase model useful for the analysis of relatively short events such as surgical actions, and a bi-phasic model suited for the prognosis of disease development. In Gao et al., 53 a finite element mesh of the brain atlas has been employed for modelling brain deformation induced by ventriculoperitoneal shunting in the treatment of hydrocephalus.
Registration is required in atlas-to-scan mapping, multi-modal fusion and time-series analysis. We have developed a number of methods: piecewise linear, 42 affine, 54 non-rigid specially dedicated to atlas-to-brain mapping 55, 56 and hybrid. 43 Two methods 42, 54 are fast and automatic based on anatomy and imaging; consequently, they first require the identification of certain points and distributed landmarks, including the interhemispheric fissure and the anterior commissure (AC) and posterior commissure (PC).
Identification of the interhemispheric fissure separating the cerebral hemispheres is important in clinical applications for brain landmark identification, registration, symmetry assessment and pathology detection. This fissure is usually approximated by the mid-sagittal plane (MSP). The existing methods, such as Liu et al. 57 and Prima et al. 58 are too slow (taking several minutes), not sufficiently validated and not robust enough for our applications. Therefore, we have proposed two main methods for MSP extraction in a few (approximately 5) seconds: one based on local symmetry and outlier removal 59 and the other by using the Kullback-Leibler's (KL) measure, which characterises the difference between two distributions 60 (subsequently further extended as discussed below). These methods are based on different principles and assume various anatomical configurations. The first method exploits a local anatomical symmetry in the neighbourhood of the interhemispheric fissure, even partial as in the case of pathology. 59 The KL-based method is an informationrelated approach and exploits the fact that the MSP, which crosses the corpus callosum, contains the smallest amount of information. In fact, we have studied several other measures, such as entropy and energy, and concluded that the KL measure produces the best results. 60 The local symmetry method samples the image with a given pattern and calculates the corresponding local symmetry index, removes distance and angular outliers based on histogramming, and searches for the minimum value of the index whose corresponding pattern determines the MSP. 59 This method has been tested and validated for 125 normal and pathological scans. The KL-based method calculates the KL measure for the approximated MSP and a reference plane which will pass through the parenchyma. The search for the maximum of the KL measure is done in coarse and fine stages. 60 The method is computationally efficient, handles both normal and pathological situations, and has been validated initially on 75 morphological MR scans. Despite its advantages, the KL-based method may not perform well in extreme situations, such as processing of CT scans acquired in the emergency room characterised usually by a large slice thickness, high partial volume effect and substantial head tilt. To handle these situations, the KL-based method has subsequently been extended with the incorporated correction of head orientation by estimating it using an elliptical model fitting, image processing techniques and anatomical knowledge, and reorienting the volume for a better initialisation. 61 The method has been validated on low-resolution 208 clinical CT cases. 61 Calculation of the MSP for diffusion and perfusion images is critical in stroke applications, and for this purpose a KL-based approach has been devised and validated on 61 diffusion scans and perfusion maps. 62 The AC and PC are two important point landmarks on the MSP. An accurate identification of the AC and PC is crucial in stereotactic and functional neurosurgery, localisation analysis in human brain mapping, stroke image analysis as well as in registration to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. In addition, major stereotactic brain atlases, such as the Talairach and Tournoux atlas, 3 referentially oriented Talairach-Tournoux atlas 5 and the Schaltenbrand-Wahren atlas 4 are based on the AC and PC (and their electronic, enhanced and extended versions have been included in our first brain atlas database and in subsequent atlases). [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] The Talairach transformation 3 based on the AC and PC has also been widely used in human brain mapping for brain comparison across subjects. 68 Our method for a rapid and automatic localisation of the AC and PC exploits anatomical and radiological imaging properties of the AC, PC and surrounding structures, including morphological variability. 69 The landmark localisation is performed in coarse and fine stages. In the coarse stage, the AC and PC are localised on the MSP in relation to their surrounding segmented structures: the corpus callosum, fornix and brainstem. In the fine stage, the positions of the approximately localised AC and PC are refined in a well-defined volume of interest by analysing their locations to additional structures: the lateral and third ventricles, interhemispheric fissure and massa intermedia. The high speed of the method is achieved by using simple image processing operations, like histogramming, thresholding, region growing and one-dimensional projections. The method has been validated on 94 diversified cases.
Based on the localised MSP, AC and PC as well as on the cortical landmarks (whose automatic extraction is detailed in Hu et al.). 70 I have devised the fast Talairach transformation (FTT) for a rapid atlas-toscan piecewise linear registration. 42 The FTT is a rapid version of the Talairach transformation 3 and uses the modified Talairach landmarks that I have introduced for easier localisation and faster calculation. 71 The developed FTT prototype maps an atlas into a scan in less than 5 seconds and has been validated on 215 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) morphological cases. 42 Subsequently, I have improved and extended the FTT dorso-ventrally by adding more landmarks. 72 This method preserves the conceptual simplicity of the FTT, provides a fully automatic identification of the new landmarks, and improves the accuracy of atlas-to-data match without compromising performance. It also enables employing the FTT in stereotactic and functional neurosurgery when a dorsal part of the brain is not (as typically) acquired.
We have also proposed a fast method for intrapatient, multimodal and time-series neuroimage registration as well as landmark identification (including the AC, PC and cortical landmarks) for sparse morphological and non-morphological scans. 54 The method is particularly applicable when the FTT is not feasible, e.g. for non-morphological images or due to a large slice thickness and, consequently, the absence of the AC and PC landmarks. The method is based on elliptical approximation of the brain cortical surface in the vicinity of the MSP. Registration is performed by a 3D affine transformation based on parameters of the cortex elliptical fit and by aligning the MSPs. The landmarks have been computed using a statistical localisation method based on analysis of 53 structural scans without detectable pathology.
In addition, we have devised two non-rigid registration methods and applied them for atlas-to-scan mapping. 55, 56 A metal-forming principle-based finite element registration method employs large deformation to find local deformation, where the finite element equations are governed by constraints in a form of displacements derived from the correspondence between extracted feature points. 56 In the other non-rigid registration approach, a block matching method is first used to calculate a boundary displacement of all structures in a brain atlas, and a topology preserving front propagation method is then applied to deform the atlas by warping the structures according to their boundary displacements. 55 The registration procedure is automated and anatomically driven, and there is no need to extract particular structures.
I have also proposed a method and a prototype has been developed for atlas-assisted automatic interpretation (segmentation and labelling) of MRI morphological brain scans in the presence of a tumour causing a mass effect. 43 This hybrid registration method applies the Talairach transformation first followed by a 3D non-linear atlas deformation against a tumour based on a geometric assumption that the tumour compresses its surrounding tissues radially. The method, devised originally for brain tumours, can potentially be extended to haemorrhages. 73 Then, a haemorrhage can be extracted from a scan employing, e.g. an automatic method, 74 atlas-to-scan registration applied, and this solution incorporated into a CAD system for haemorrhagic stroke. 75 It shall be noted that there are several nonlinear registration methods, typically for inter-subject registration of brain scans, as reviewed, e.g. in Ardekani et al. 76 and Klein et al. 77 (see more reviews in the Discussion section). Our customised registration methods have been designed to be atlas related, fast and application specific.
Visualisation is model and consequently anatomyindependent, so standard visualisation methods such as surface rendering and/or volume rendering can be directly applied. The recent brain atlases employ surface rendering of a 3D geometrical cerebral model. A geometrical model ensures anatomical parcelability, high (sub-pixel) resolution, editability, extendibility, structure separability, structure-to-structure conflict detection and integration of a knowledge-based content to the atlas. 78 Volume rendering has been employed in some atlas-based applications dealing with patientspecific scans.
We have also provided some novel contributions to volume rendering in classification and transfer functions, which can be determined automatically 79 or interactively. 80 In Nowinski and Ho 79 I have proposed a method allowing the colour and opacity transfer functions to be generated automatically based on the density probability plots of the dual classifier. An interactive definition of the transfer functions based on image markers has been presented in Teistler et al. 80 The method allows the user to place markers at points of interest directly on CT and MRI images, or orthogonal reformatted images, based on 2D region growing and a few user-definable marker-related parameters. For each user-defined image marker, a segment of the transfer function is then computed.
Human-computer interaction with a rich and complicated model that can be assembled and disassembled, registered with patients' scans, and supported by dedicated tools is a challenge. Therefore, we have proposed a few solutions which can be classified into two groups: (a) atlas-dedicated, low-cost interaction by means of standard input devices (the mouse, keyboard, touch screen); and (b) generalpurpose interaction with specialised devices and VR environments.
The dedicated interaction in the recent editions of the brain atlases is low cost, fast, and easy to use. This interaction allows the user to create and explore any region of interest along with its surroundings just with a few clicks, taking into account that the atlas provides a rich set of functions and the number of atlas components is about 3000. I have proposed seven types of interaction enabling the user to: select and deselect tissue classes/groups/individual structures, perform real-time manipulation, dissect virtually, select and scroll the original scans, query a structure to get its label or location, get stereotactic coordinates and measure distances, and support other functionality. 78 To facilitate interaction and to expedite structure selection and 3D scene compositing (assembling) and/or decompositing (disassembling), the atlas components have been grouped at multiple levels. The atlas content has been divided into tissue classes (modules), groups within each tissue class, and individual components within each group. A component may be single or composed. For instance, our recent the Human Brain, Head and Neck in 2953 Pieces atlas 24 contains 17 modules. Moreover, there are three types of presentations: dynamically assembled and explorable 3D scenes; still pictures of a dynamically assembled scene (for instance, to prepare teaching materials); and animation (of a dynamically assembled scene).
We have also developed two general-purpose VR environments, each with dedicated interaction and devices: one for radiology 81 and the other, the Virtual Workbench, for neurosurgery. 35 In Teistler et al., 81 a 3D user interface for the radiologist's workplace has been proposed. It employs a 3D mouse that allows for a simultaneous definition of position and orientation of orthogonal or oblique multiplanar reformatted images or slabs, which are presented within a virtual 3D scene together with the volume-rendered dataset and additionally as 2D images. The slabs are visualised with maximum intensity projection, average intensity projection, or standard volume rendering. This environment can be useful to display and manipulate the cerebral model in volumetric representation (in fact, we have already generated a very high-resolution volumetric representation of the cerebral polygonal model, but this volumetric model is huge and it has not been integrated into the environment).
The Virtual Workbench is a VR dexterous environment with stereoscopic viewing and two-hand natural interaction for the control and precise work with 3D data. 35 Dexterous tasks require a high-resolution display, good coordination between the hand and a displayed object, and a minimal conflict between depth cues. The Virtual Workbench is mirror based, and merges the display space and the user's personal space. This allows the user to 'reach in' to a 3D display, where hand-eye coordination enables careful, dexterous work in exploration of data and manipulation of objects. The user reaches behind a semi-transparent mirror in which a 3D display shows both the patient's data and a virtual copy of the actual tool controlled by the user's hand in the same location. This virtual multitool interacts with the data as a grasper, cutter, or marker. Integrating the virtual brain model and the Virtual Workbench interactive environment equipped additionally with surgical tools has produced the Brain Bench -an atlas-based surgical planning system for stereotactic and functional neurosurgery. 35 The Brain Bench research prototype has subsequently been extended by our spin-off to a commercial neurosurgery planning system called Dextroscope 82 being used in about 3000 surgeries worldwide.
Results
For over two decades we have developed numerous methods, tools, brain atlases and atlas-based prototypes. Several original methods have been patented (in total, I have 121 patent applications filed (http:// www.freepatentsonline.com); 32 patents already granted, including 15 in the USA and eight in the EU). Thanks to the developed mathematical methods and computational methods and tools 35 commercial atlases have been created in the form of desktop, mobile, web-based and stand-alone libraries. These brain atlases/products have been licensed to 67 companies and institutions, and distributed in about 100 countries (this work has been summarised in an accompanying paper in this issue). 1 In addition, over 50 atlasbased prototypes have been built and 19 of them awarded at top radiological meetings.
My recent, most advanced atlas of the human normal brain extended to the head and neck (the Human Brain, Head and Neck in 2953 Pieces) 24 distributed by Thieme Publishers, New York-Stuttgart, contains about 3000 3D components belonging to 17 tissue classes.
Discussion
The computational and mathematical methods play a crucial role in the creation of atlases and the development of atlas-based applications. As a result of these methods, the traditional print or digitised 2D atlases with a static and limited content could be substituted by a new generation of 3D, electronic, interactive and extendable atlases. An example of this kind of atlas is the Human Brain, Head and Neck in 2953 Pieces, 24 which is an atlas of the whole adult human brain along with the head and neck. The atlas is 3D, advanced, detailed, interactive, accurate, reference, realistic, high resolution, fully parcellated, completely labelled, spatially consistent, stereotactic, user friendly, extendable (scalable), composable, dissectible, explorable and modular.
One of main problems in brain atlas design is to propose a right balance between (automatic) mathematical methods and (interactive) computational tools. Ideally, by pushing a magic 'Go' button, we wish patient-specific scans to be automatically and accurately segmented, fully labelled and be available for 3D exploration almost instantly. However, a fully automatic approach for real scans is, at present, not feasible because of imaging, neuroanatomy and application reasons. Imaging-wise, all the structures in the scan are not fully visible, their borders are fuzzy and degraded by the partial volume effect (averaging), small structures are usually invisible, and there exist artefacts and geometric distortions. Neuroanatomy-wise, problems arise from the incomplete definition of some anatomical structures, and inconsistent nomenclature and parcellation. Accuracy requirements are application and atlas dependent. For instance, the Human Brain in 1492 Pieces 20 has a sub-pixel resolution (the smallest component is of 1/10th of the pixel size) and a very high accuracy of structure matching (0.1-0.2 mm). On the other hand, MR scans suffer from geometric distortion amounting to a few millimetres. While this distortion is acceptable in diagnosis based on qualitative visualisation of anatomy, in the construction of professional atlases, several millimetres is a 'big distance', which must be corrected when dealing with multiple scan acquisitions. 8 Brain segmentation is a critical operation because its accuracy impacts the quality of the final cerebral model. Numerous methods have been developed for automatic brain segmentation. A review in Despotovic´et al. 83 groups the brain segmentation methods into: manual, intensity-based methods (thresholding, region growing, classification and clustering), atlas-based methods, surface-based methods (active contours and surfaces), and hybrid methods. Manual segmentation is still intensively used for defining the ground truth (gold standard) and quantitative evaluation of automatic segmentation methods. 83 Atlas-based segmentation can be performed with a single deterministic atlas, single probabilistic atlas, and multiple atlases, each employed separately for segmentation. Chen et al. 84 categorise automated methods for brain segmentation into three classes: machine learning-based methods with handcrafted features, deep learning-based methods with automatically end-to-end learned features, and multiatlas registration-based methods.
In Klauschen et al., 85 the authors have compared three widely used automatic brain segmentation methods, FreeSurfer, FSL and SPM5. The discrepancies among them are 24% on average, while FreeSurfer 86, 87 has the best stability of 6.2% for grey matter. Another advantage of FreeSurfer is that it performs segmentation along with structure labelling. Encouraged by this good result achieved by FreeSurfer, we employed this method to segment the brain automatically. However, the results were not satisfactory and I decided to delineate the brain and white matter manually to achieve high quality surfaces. In order to measure this discrepancy, the volume error was defined as a volume difference between the automatic and my manual segmentations. The relative volume error was defined as the absolute volume difference divided by the sum of the volumes. The volume error for the brain was 12.57 cm 3 and the relative volume error was very small at 0.0108. 8 Although an error of 0.01 seems negligible, the removal of 12 cm 3 tissue from the brain would be disastrous. The white matter volume error was low at 2.67 cm 3 , and the relative volume error was also very small at 0.0024. 19 These moderately 'good' quantitative relative results were in striking contrast with a poor correctness or even incorrectness of anatomical detail (see the image examples in Nowinski and colleagues). 8, 19 Anatomically, FreeSurfer was not able to extract correctly even the largest sulci, such as the interhemispheric and Sylvian fissures. Overall, the sulci were undersegmented, too shallow and interrupted, or practically missing. This quantitative and qualitative analysis has confirmed my decision to perform a careful and accurate manual segmentation of the brain.
Automated segmentation methods are pixel/voxel based. On the other hand, my brain segmentation has been performed by contouring and not by volumetric editing enabling sub-pixel resolution parcellations. Moreover, this approach facilitates future finer parcellations by contour subdivision. Note that if each voxel in the scan would be labelled (coloured) individually, and assuming that a single voxel is processed within 30 seconds (to perform its reading, making the decision about what tissue it belongs to, assigning the label and colour and saving it), then the main structural MP-RAGE scan with 20 million voxels would be handled for about 100 years, and the Human Brain, Head and Neck in 2953 Pieces atlas has been created not from a single but from multiple 3/7 T MRI and CT scans. Consequently, because of its polygonal representation, the cerebral model has been visualised by surface rendering, although a hybrid surface-volume rendering can be employed when dealing with patientspecific scans.
The task of cerebral model creation, although tedious and time consuming, has been performed once (for a given atlas database), ensuring its high quality.
On the other hand, atlas-assisted applications, particularly those dealing with patients' scans, will be automated. However, the applied methods to be accepted clinically will be (what I call) RARA-type, meaning, Rapid, Automatic, Robust and Accurate. We have devised several RARA-type methods, especially for a fast atlas-to-scan registration, including all four methods for MSP identification, AC-PC localisation, the FTT and extended FTT, and ellipse-fitting registration. It should be noted that all these methods are anatomy specific. What is also important is that the methods have been validated (and me setting the gold standard), typically for a significant number of clinical cases acquired in multiple centres with various modalities and/or pulse sequences (along with the development of dedicated validation tools). In particular, most emphasis has been put on a thorough validation of the MSP algorithms, as separation of the brain into the left and right hemispheres is the first critical step in many procedures, such as registration, atlas mapping, pathology detection and quantification. The MSP identification methods have been validated for various modalities and in multiple situations on 569 cases in total, and each case required the manual setting of the gold standard.
Because of importance, various groups have conceived several other methods for MSP extraction (see the overview in Hu and Nowinski). 59 Probably the most popular is a symmetry-based iterative method calculating the plane dividing the head into similar halves and performing a direct 3D search, 58 and a cross-correlation, slice-based method locating the plane that maximises bilateral symmetry of the entire head. 57 Either method is head symmetry based and extracts the MSP in several minutes. Our methods do not assume head symmetry, are fast and extract the MSP in a few (approximately 5) seconds, and have been validated on more than 500 cases; moreover, the KL-based method is information related being less dependent on head or brain symmetry. It has to be emphasised that the speed of MSP extraction is critical, because this operation is usually only the first step in scan processing, atlas superposition, analysis and exploration.
Numerous registration methods have been devised, and they are reviewed and compared in, e.g. Ardekani et al., 76 Klein et al., 77 Maintz and Viergever, 88 Sotiras et al. 89 and Ou et al. 90 The RARA registration methods proposed by me and my team are applicable in stereotactic and functional neurosurgery, 29, 30, 32, 33 stroke CAD systems [39] [40] [41] and neuroradiology. 42 Non-linear registration methods have potentially a wider spectrum of applications, but they are typically not RARA-type. For instance, our metal-forming principle-based finite element registration method, 56 despite its potential, is parameter setting dependent and difficult to apply practically beyond a research lab. It has to be emphasised that our non-rigid methods 55, 56 have been customised to my atlases and their representations (such as colourcoded images or contour-based images).
Brain atlas computational methods and tools include editors and navigators. The designed contour, surface and tubular editors have become quite powerful after a decade of development and refinements, with a firm functionality, and enabling an accurate and precise editing of structures in the cerebral context. The brain navigators, while preserving a standardised user interface and interaction, require continual updates, compare Figures 1-3 in Nowinski. 1 The brain atlas development has been done in stages (generations), see Figure 1 . The first-generation brain atlases with a brain atlas database containing 2D images (discussed and illustrated in more detail in Nowinski) 33, 91 was developed by employing an authoring tool Macromedia (later Adobe) Director. The process of creation of the first-generation brain atlases along with the tools and input data is presented in Figure 2 , while Figure 3 shows the stages of creation of the brain atlas database. Director provided a quick prototyping and enabled multi-platform development. However, the first 3D product 92 already signalled a potential problem with performance even for a limited 3D content. Consequently, a change from a 2D to 3D brain atlas database with demanding graphics required a new software development environment. Therefore, the second-generation brain atlases with a series of products in the Human Brain in 1492/1969/2953 Pieces [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] has successfully been developed in the Cþþ programming language and OpenGL graphics library.
The process of creation of the second-generation brain atlases along with the tools and input data is illustrated in Figure 4 , whereas Figure 5 presents the stages of creation of the corresponding brain atlas database (a virtual brain, head and neck 3D model). With the ever-growing content, however, some planned features could not be included in the latest edition of the Human Brain, Head and Neck in 2953 24 because of performance issues and memory limitation. Hence, I propose the next generation of brain atlases to be disruptive with a multi-level molecular, cellular, anatomical, physiological, and behavioural brain atlas platform, 1 see Figure 4 .
The development of mathematical and computational methods is recently being propelled by largescale brain initiatives and projects, including the BRAIN Initiative, 93 the Human Brain Project, 94 the Human Connectome Project (HCP), 95 the Big Brain, 96 the Allen Brain Atlas, 97 the Brainnetome 98 and the Chinese Color Nest Project. 99 These projects, aimed at understanding the human brain, focus initially on the development of new methods, tools and technologies. In particular, the connectome projects, including HCP, 95 CONNECT project 100 and Brainnetome project, 98 generate huge amounts of data that must be preprocessed, analysed, stored, visualised, explored and accessed by the community.
Scans need to be first cleaned up and corrected for both diffusion and functional MRI. Distortions are induced by various factors, including head motion, eddy currents, susceptibility and gradient non-linearities. Subsequently, multiple modality scans acquired on various instruments must be brought together to a common framework. In order to cope with these problems in the HCP, the minimal six preprocessing pipelines for structural, functional and diffusion MRI scans have been developed that perform many low-level tasks, including spatial artefact/distortion removal, surface generation, crossmodal registration and alignment to standard space, 101 as well as making the data easily viewable in the Connectome Workbench. 102 In order to store the original and processed data, brain repositories, databases, libraries of atlases and spatial maps, and imaging studies have been developed. For extensively analysed HCP data, for instance, the BALSA library is suitable, 103 whereas the unprocessed and minimally preprocessed HCP data are better handled by the ConnectomeDB database. 104 Data analysis of big neuroimage repositories requires multi-modal scans to be segmented and labelled automatically. The use of multi-atlas segmentation for this purpose has a growing popularity, with numerous methods proposed recently. [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] The review of the multi-atlas segmentation methods is given in Iglesias and Sabuncu. 113 In addition, multimodal data facilitate parcellation of the brain. For instance, in Glasser et al., 114 by employing multimodal data from the HCP, the human cerebral cortex has been parcellated into 180 areas based on architecture (measuring relative cortical myelin content and cortical thickness), function (using resting-state functional MRI), connectivity and topography (organisation within some areas).
In order to enable visualisation and facilitate the exploration of huge amounts of data being generated by the big brain projects, new neuroinformatics, visualisation and VR methods, tools and platforms have been developed. In particular, connectional complexity grows from raw data to anatomical connectivity to functional connectivity to connectomes to connectograms (being schematic representations of multimodal connectome data) along with dynamics in the temporal domain. Therefore, visualisation of the human connectome, reviewed, e.g. in Margulies et al., 115 is an active area of research advancing from diffusion tensor glyphs (defined as small localised visual representations of multivariate information) to rendering of anatomical tracts to more recent graph-based representations of functional connectivity data related to activity fluctuations over time and representing the probability of connections between termination points (rather than the specific trajectory between them). Functional connectivity benefits from graph theory, while tracts representing anatomical connectivity are visualised as, e.g. tubes, triangle strips or tuboids labelled with textual information, 115 which require substantial amounts of memory and for tuboids additionally expensive texture memory. In my solution of modelling and visualisation of white matter tracts, 19 I automatically label each entire tract, while the individual connections within it are represented as curved, non-labelable lines; this is because memory management is critical in real-time exploration of the whole brain (and not only the tracts), while providing an atlas running on a standard computer.
Numerous tools developed for human connectome visualisation have been reviewed in Margulies et al., 115 including those for: standard neuroimaging (AFNI, FSL, 3D Slicer), anatomical connectivity (TrackVis, OpenWalnut, NPerspective, Explore DTI, Figer Navigator2), functional connectivity (InstaCorr (as part of AFNI), VidView, Brainbundler, Fubraconnex, VAMCA), multimodal connectivity (Connectome Workbench, Connectome Viewer, BrainNet Viewer, Brain Connectivity toolbox, Visual Connectome, MNET), and online applications (Slicedrop, BrainGL, BrainBrowser, XTK). The HCP Connectome Workbench visualisation software enables surface and volume data viewing, and supports various data formats and many command-line utilities. 102 recently developed platforms include LinkRbrain, MultiXplore and BrainX 3 . LinkRbrain is a web platform for multi-scale aggregation and visualisation of human brain data by integrating anatomical, functional and genetic knowledge produced by the scientific community in a common framework. 116 MultiXplore is a platform for visual dual exploration of brain connectivity and anatomical landmark data. 117 BrainX 3 is a VR immersive platform with 3D real-time interaction and rendering for exploration and analysis of dynamic activity patterns in brain networks. 118 Besides dramatic technological advances in imaging, there is also tremendous progress in computer graphics, virtual and augmented reality, and true 3D display technologies. VR, one of the most exciting developments in computer graphics, fundamentally redefines how we interact with computers, from the input to the output. VR technology is being developed at unprecedented speed in terms of concepts, methods, software and hardware, from head-mounted displays (HMDs) that move the display together with the head to CAVE-like environments with projectors directed to several walls of a room-sized cube (see a review on VR in Anthes et al.). 119 VR systems apart from a standard surface and/or volume rendering (discussed above) are able to render other modalities including smell, voice, heat, cold and vibration.
Numerous new input devices (beyond the standard keyboard and mouse) are being developed, containing controllers (buttons, triggers and joysticks enhanced with 6 degrees of freedom tracking), navigation devices providing the illusion of moving (ranging from treadmills and omnidirectional treadmills to chair-based interfaces to foot tracking) and tracking systems (for finger, hand, two hands, head, eye, foot and posture tracking), including gesture tacking. Output devices, supporting visual, audio, haptic and multisensory modalities, include mobile and wired HMDs, haptic devices (such as body vests) and multi-sensory hybrid devices.
The most affordable are mobile HMDs constituting a frame for a smart phone that provides data processing and display. Despite popularity, their drawback is limited interaction. Most VR solutions proposed are immersive, while dexterous VR (that we have pioneered two decades ago with the development of the BrainBench) 35 is better suited to support the 'from blocks to brain' paradigm implemented in our atlases (and simulated surgical operations).
The progress of true 3D display technologies results from rapid advances in optics, laser and photonics (see a review in Yang et al.). 120 The future 3D display in brain atlasing is, in my opinion, touchable holography, whose potential is demonstrated, e.g. by the HOLOSCOPE of RealView (http://realviewimaging. com/medical/) being the world's first medical holographic system providing a direct and precise interaction with and within the holographic images.
Summary
Brain atlasing, applicable in medical education, research and clinics, has been a dynamic field of research and development, propelled recently by big brain international initiatives. Suitable mathematical methods and computational methods and tools are crucial to construct atlases and develop atlas-assisted applications. Here I have presented the state of the art in the field along with our original contributions.
I have systematised and summarised our efforts in image segmentation, geometric modelling, physical modelling, registration, visualisation, interaction and VR while sharing the problems encountered and solutions.
In order to achieve a sub-pixel scan segmentation and an accurate 3D model match of 0.1-0.2 mm, multiple dedicated contour, surface and tubular editors have been developed enabling accurate model creation and precise editing in the anatomical context.
Anatomical complexity has been managed by methodological and progressive 'atlas by atlas' development, and releasing new atlas editions with the expanded anatomical content, while preserving the pyramidal principle and the 'from blocks to brain' paradigm. The complexity of the continuously growing virtual brain model has been handled by efficient geometric modelling and updates of the brain navigators. In order to be educationally useful, the brain navigators shall support multiple, low-cost platforms, and our atlases run on Windows, MAC OS, iOS and Android.
Clinical atlas-enhanced applications shall be RARAtype, meaning, rapid, automatic, robust and accurate. Our solutions are anatomy based, and validated on numerous and variable scans.
